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2. Titel van het
onderzoek
a. Nederlands Zonnefysica met de Dutch Open Telescope
b. Engels Solar Physics with the Dutch Open Telescope

3. Plaats waar het on-
derzoek zal worden
uitgevoerd.

Utrecht & La Palma

Aanvraag voor Programmasubsidie.
Betreft Nieuwe aanvraag.

4. Samenvatting van
de probleem- en
doelstelling.

Scientific utilization of the newly completed Dutch Open Telescope (DOT) on
La Palma through high-resolution tomography of the magnetic field patterns in
the solar photosphere and chromosphere, often jointly with outer-atmosphere
mapping from SOHO. The three program items are:

(i) install tomographic imaging;
(ii) observe and analyze the topology and dynamics of solar magnetism;
(iii) develop and implement image restoration techniques.

5. Samenstelling van
de groep betrokken
bij de uitvoering
van het onderzoek

Naam en titel(s) afstudeer
richting /
specialisatie

ten laste van uren/week in
1998 tbv dit
onderzoek

Dr. R.J. Rutten astrophysics UU 30
Dr. Ir. R.H. Hammerschlag instrumentation UU 40
Drs. H.J. Hagenaar astrophysics UU 35
Prof. Dr. M. Kuperus astrophysics UU 5
Postdoc (vacancy) (astro)physics EU–TMR 35 (autumn)

6. Totale subsidie Duur: Five years
periode Aanvang: 01-07-1998

7. Publicaties In welke vorm zullen de resultaten worden gepubliceerd?
Journal articles, proceedings articles, PhD theses

8. Classificatie a. Wetenschapsgebied met subdiscipline of specialiteit
Astronomy, solar physics



Wetenschappelijke
informatie

Nummer: 781-

9. a. Nieuw Nadere uitwerking van de probleem- en doelstelling van het onderzoek
onderzoek Wetenschappelijk belang van het onderzoek, voorgeschiedenis en wetenschap-

pelijk kader. Werkwijze (methodes en apparatuur)

The newly completed Dutch Open Telescope (DOT, aperture 45 cm) on La Palma is an optical telescope of
highly innovative design suited to high-resolution mapping of solar magnetic fields. Such mapping is a key
quest of solar astrophysics. The sun’s magnetic field is generated by enigmatic dynamo processes in the solar
interior, is organized into the highly complex patterns of solar activity observed in the solar photosphere,
dominates the structure and dynamics of the outer solar atmosphere, regulates the solar wind, and affects
the extended heliosphere — including near-Earth “space weather” and the terrestrial climate.

At the solar surface, the field patterning is imposed by the subsurface dynamo and convective flows
while, at the same time, it controls flows and wave motions to the outer atmosphere. The switch in field
role between being dominated by gas motions and dominating gas motions occurs in the optically observable
photosphere–chromosphere regime. Optical imaging therefore permits charting the solar field “footpoint”
topology and dynamics, and to trace their effects on the outer atmosphere. If achieved both at sufficient
angular resolution and tomography-wise at multiple heights in the solar atmosphere, as proposed here, such
mapping enables studies of the internal control of field emergence and field dispersal, of the structure and
evolution of active regions including sunspot umbrae and penumbrae, of the topology of chromospheric
canopies and open-field structures, and of the anchor constraints to prominences and flare build-up.

The revolutionary open design of the DOT exploits the excellent La Palma conditions through minimal
obstruction to the strong trade winds that bring the best seeing. Its utterly simple optical scheme guaran-
tees optimum performance. Its extraordinary mechanical stability guarantees high pointing precision even in
strong wind buffeting. Its 15 m open tower and fold-away canopy survive even La Palma winter storms and
ice loads. The DOT has a long history, being largely a one-man project for a long time which accelerated
when STW funded it out of technological interest. The DOT is now essentially complete. It has weath-
ered its first winter and it has produced its first images (http://www.fys.ruu.nl/˜rutten/dot). These prove
its high-resolution capability. The STW–funded focal-plane instrumentation (video CCD and link to the
Swedish solar observatory from which the DOT is operated) was designed for and suffices for the technology
verification. Further quantitative tests will be done as part of STW reporting, but from the user’s point of
view the first images have already proven the DOT’s science capabilities.

This proposal aims (i) to add focal-plane instrumentation, (ii) to use the DOT for multi-layer magne-
tometry as defined above, and (iii) to develop and implement image restoration. The first two items concern
large-field (2k × 2k pixels) high-resolution (0.2–0.5 arcsec) imaging simultaneously of the low photosphere
(Fraunhofer G band at 430.5 nm), the low chromosphere (Ca II K at 397 nm) and the upper chromosphere
(Hα at 656 nm, rapidly tunable). Each of these diagnostics provides excellent proxy magnetometry; the
combination is tomographic. At high resolution the G band displays the tiny (0.2–0.4 arcsec diameter)
photospheric fluxtubes which are the intrinsic building blocks of solar magnetism. Ca II K shows the chro-
mospheric network. Hα maps the overlying canopy topology, and its dynamics through rapid bandpass
switching. Much of this three-layer data collection will be in joint campaigns with the MDI magnetograph
on SOHO (lower resolution but uninterrupted viewing), in close collaboration with the Lockheed group.
The DOT will also participate in multi-telescope campaigns including the UV spectrometers and imagers on
SOHO in a Utrecht-led EU-TMR network program.

The third program item concerns the development and application of image restoration techniques to
push image quality to well beyond the instantaneous seeing limit. In order of ambition, this may be done
post-fact (phase-diverse speckle interferometry, a demonstrated technique), nearly in real time (phase-diverse
speckle with special-purpose processors as are now implemented by the Utrecht IGF in PuMa) or even in real
time using adaptive optics. The choice will be defined along the way and depend on ongoing developments
elsewhere (Stockholm, Freiburg, Lockheed, US NSO) in which the DOT is being discussed as possible demon-
stration facility using a 1 m mirror. This program item has obvious links to nighttime image enhancement
and VLTI (of which the architects Beckers and von der Lühe now direct the principal US and European
solar physics institutes) and brings wave-front lore to Utrecht students.



10. Work plan 1. 1998–1999: implement simultaneous imagery in the G-band, Ca II K and Hα
(install existing G and K filters; refurbish controller of the tunable Hα
filter on loan from the Canadian Research Council; install large-frame
digital cameras, fast fiber link to Swedish tower, image processing equip-
ment. Initially, we are permitted to borrow hardware from the Swedish
colleagues).

2. 1998–2003: observe photospheric and chromospheric field patterning
(including joint campaigns with SOHO/MDI; initially with Swedish
equipment).

3. 1998–2003: studies of solar magnetic topology
(initially concentrating on the quiet-sun regime, on active regions during
solar maximum).

4. 1999–2002: develop and install image restoration
(postfact and/or (near-)real time, using phase-diverse speckle and/or
adaptive optics techniques).

11. Observations Are new observational data required? Yes, multi-Gbyte/day at good seeing.

Specification: simultaneous G-band, Ca II K and Hα imaging.

Is observing time allocated?
The team will run the DOT during the good-seeing seasons (May–October).

When are the data available?
From early 1998 for the G-band (Swedish camera and fiber link), from early
1999 for Ca II K and tunable Hα. (The DOT had unofficial first light three
weeks ago, and first digital G-band images through an optical video link to the
Swedish solar tower at the time of writing. The first stellar images reached the
theoretical diffraction limit; the first solar images show the elusive intergranular
fluxtubes. See http://www.fys.ruu.nl/˜rutten/dot).



12. Begroting van bij personeel reiskosten materiaal
ASTRON
aangevraagde

jaar manjaren binnenland buitenland apparatuur
(duurzaam)

verbruiks
goederen

steun
aanvraag 1998 0.5 0.5 3 100 4

raming 1999 2.0 2 30 8
raming 2000 3.0 4 50 8
raming 2001 2.5 3 40 75 8
raming 2002 1.5 1 20 25 4
raming 2003 0.5 0.5 2 1

13. Toelichting op en Request: 2 postdoctoral fellows and 1 PD student
motivering van de PhD student supervisor: R.J. Rutten
aangevraagde Candidates: to be determined
steun
a. Personnel 1 postdoctoral researcher, medio 1998 – medio 2001

expertise: solar physics
task: G-band + Ca II K + Hα imaging & analysis
timing: at program start

1 PhD student, medio 1999 – medio 2003
expertise: astrophysics
task: studies of solar magnetic topology
timing: successor to H.J. Hagenaar

1 postdoctoral researcher, medio 1999 – medio 2002
expertise: image restoration and adaptive optics techniques
task: develop post-fact or real-time image restoration
timing: build on efforts elsewhere

b. Travel Interior: technical consultations (Dwingeloo); Ned. Astr. Conferences
Foreign: observing at La Palma (1 kf/ticket, f 75/day)

1 international conference/personyear

Equipment 1998: multi-camera imaging hardware (optics, CCD cameras, data links)
2001–2002: image restoration hardware (fast processors, fast I/O)
consumables: mainly data storage media (DAT cartridges, DVD’s)

Ondertekening Aanvrager(s): October 15, 1997

R.J. Rutten


